NATIONALISM,   1914-1920
had been captured by tribesmen and afterwards killed while
trying to make his escape.1
From Tall 'Afar, raiding parties from the tribes attacked
the Mosul-Shargat road and did considerable damage to the
military convoys. Letters were sent to all the surrounding
country, urging it to revolt and attack Mosul, where a rising
was expected. When, however, the outposts of the Arab army
came in contact with the British column, sent out from Mosul
on June 5th, Jamil Beg and his officers fled to Dair az-Zur.
It was evident to British observers that the Movement had
derived its strength from the general belief that either Sharif
'Abdullah or Sharif Zaid were behind it in person. 'There is
no reasonable doubt9, the Political Officer for Mosul wrote
later, 'that the expedition was organized by the *Ahd organ-
ization in Syria, that it was armed from the Sharifian arsenal
in Dair az-Zur, that Faisal deprecated it but was aware of it,
and that it was actively encouraged and financed by Zaid5.2
The failure of the Arab Army to make a stand, the non-
appearance of the expected Sharif and the prompt action of the
British troops convinced the countryside as well as most of the
inhabitants of Mosul that they had best stand by the existing
order. Nevertheless, the 'Ahd was too well organized to give
up hope. On June 6th, the first notice bearing its five-
pointed seal was published, predicting the immediate expulsion
of the British. The notices continued until June I7th, when the
last one appeared, repudiating the decision of the San Remo
Conference and reiterating the kingship of'Abdullah. Rumours
filled the air of a gathering of fresh forces for an attack on
Mosul. The fall of Damascus and the occupation of Syria by
the French in late July ended the trans-Euphrates period of
Nationalism. Its inspiration during the next few months came
from Baghdad.
During July, letters were received from Baghdad, telling of
the notable work achieved by the Mandubm, and calling on the
1 Admin. Report, Mosul, 1920, pp. 1-2.	* Ibid., p. 2,
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